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Kidney transplantation is the optimal therapy for end-stage renal disease, prolonging
survival and reducing spending. Prior economic analyses of kidney transplantation,
using Markov models, have generally assumed compatible, low-risk donors. The economic implications of transplantation with high Kidney Donor Profile Index (KDPI) deceased donors, ABO incompatible living donors, and HLA incompatible living donors
have not been assessed. The costs of transplantation and dialysis were compared with
the use of discrete event simulation over a 10-year period, with data from the United
States Renal Data System, University HealthSystem Consortium, and literature review.
Graft failure rates and expenditures were adjusted for donor characteristics. All transplantation options were associated with improved survival compared with dialysis
(transplantation: 5.20-6.34 quality-adjusted life-years [QALYs] vs dialysis: 4.03 QALYs).
Living donor and low-KDPI deceased donor transplantations were cost-saving compared with dialysis, while transplantations using high-KDPI deceased donor, ABO-
incompatible or HLA-incompatible living donors were cost-effective (<$100 000 per
QALY). Predicted costs per QALY range from $39 939 for HLA-compatible living donor
transplantation to $80 486 for HLA-incompatible donors compared with $72 476 for
dialysis. In conclusion, kidney transplantation is cost-effective across all donor types
despite higher costs for marginal organs and innovative living donor practices.
KEYWORDS

business/management, cost-effectiveness, economics, health services and outcomes
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1 | I NTRO D U C TI O N

superior patient survival after renal transplantation compared
with long-term dialysis, particularly for patients with diabetes.1,2

The survival benefit of kidney transplantation in the management of

Subsequently, Whiting and associates demonstrated that deceased

patients with end-stage renal disease (ESRD) has been well estab-

donor renal transplantation was cost-saving, with a breakeven cost

lished during the past 50 years. Wolfe and colleagues demonstrated

occurring at 3 to 14 years depending on organ quality.3 Living donor

Abbreviations: ABOi, ABO-incompatible; DDKT, deceased donor kidney transplantation; DES, discrete event simulation; DRG, diagnosis-related group; ESRD, end-stage renal disease;
ICER, incremental cost-effectiveness ratio; ILDKT, incompatible living donor kidney transplantation; KDPI, Kidney Donor Profile Index; LDKT, living donor kidney transplantation; PHS,
US Public Health Service; QALY, quality-adjusted life-year; SRTR, Scientific Registry of Transplant Recipients; USRDS, United States Renal Data System.
Institution at which work was performed: East Carolina University, Greenville, NC.
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kidney transplantation (LDKT) has been shown to be more economically beneficial, given the prolonged survival of the allografts and the
potential to avoid dialysis treatments completely. 4,5

1169

2.1 | Structure of the model
In brief, the model compares maintenance dialysis with each trans-

To meet the growing demand for kidney allografts, transplant

plantation option to determine cost per quality-
adjusted life-
year

professionals have expanded use of higher-risk deceased donor or-

(QALY) gained. Two models were constructed for ease of analysis: a

gans. Organ quality is influenced by donor age, comorbidity, and al-

living donor model and a deceased donor model. In the living donor

lograft function at the time of donation. The expected risk of graft

model, 4 types of LDKT were compared with dialysis (compatible

failure is now quantified in allocation policy by the Kidney Donor

transplant with 0-3 HLA mismatches, compatible transplant with 4-6

Profile Index (KDPI). Higher KDPI is correlated with a greater risk

HLA mismatches, ABOi, and ILDKT [Figure 1]). In the deceased donor

6,7

Despite shorter half-lives, organs with KDPI

kidney transplant model (DDKT), 3 types of deceased donor trans-

scores > 85 have been shown to benefit patients aged > 50 years at

plants (KDPI ≤, KPDI >85, and PHS high risk) were compared with

transplantation at programs with a median waiting time > 33 months

maintenance dialysis (Figure 2). Transplant recipients may experience

compared with long-term dialysis.6 Among the perceived barriers

≥ 1 of the following 5 health states: alive with a functioning graft,

to use of high-risk organs are data demonstrating a higher rate of

primary nonfunction, maintenance dialysis, death with function, or

delayed graft function, incidence of readmission, and cost of trans-

death after graft failure while on dialysis. Patients whose grafts fail

plantation care, leading to projected economic losses for transplant

are assumed to remain on dialysis until the end of the model or death.

programs.8 Similarly, deceased donor organs deemed to be at in-

Frequency of primary nonfunction and distribution of time to graft fail-

creased risk of viral disease transmission by the US Public Health

ure and death varied by graft type and were derived from the Scientific

Service (PHS) have been demonstrated to improve survival com-

Registry of Transplant Recipients (SRTR) data and retrospective cohort

pared with dialysis, despite the small risk of disease transmission.9

studies (ILDKT). Patients who do not undergo kidney transplantation

Broader use of these kidneys may reduce organ discard and increase

continue with maintenance dialysis until death. A 10-year time horizon

access to transplantation.

was chosen for the model, with 1-month intervals used to accrue cost

of allograft failure.

Living donor kidney transplantation has been repeatedly associated with improved survival, reduced expenses, and enhanced quality

and survival. A secondary analysis was conducted using a 20-year time
horizon.

of life for patients with ESRD. The economic benefit of a single LDKT
has been calculated at $250 000 to $1.45 million per transplantation,
including resumption of employment income.5 However, these calculations presume transplantation with an HLA- and ABO-compatible
allograft. Fortunately, patients unable to identify an immunologi-

2.2 | Data sources
2.2.1 | Clinical data

cally compatible donor through either their social network or kidney

Deidentified registry data in the United States Renal Data System

paired donation programs still successfully undergo transplantation

(USRDS) and patient-level data from the SRTR (kidney transplan-

with the use of strategies to reduce ABO or donor-specific HLA

tations between January 1, 2005, and December 31, 2015) were

antibody titers. However, recent analyses demonstrate that ABO-

used to estimate the time to primary nonfunction, graft failure,

incompatible (ABOi) transplantation was associated with $33 041 in

and posttransplantation mortality based on donor characteristics,

higher costs, compared with compatible transplantation.10 Similarly,

as well as mortality on dialysis in the simulation cohort (Table 1).

HLA-incompatible LDKT (ILDKT) was $44 388 more expensive than

These data were supplemented with survival data from a large clini-

compatible LDTs.11 Moreover, ILDKTs incur higher rate of graft fail-

cal cohort of ILDKT recipients. To address uncertainty, Weibull dis-

ure, return to dialysis, and posttransplantation expenses.

tributions were assumed for these time-to-event variables by using

To better quantify the economic implications of an increasingly

SRTR data as well as published data for ABOi LDKT and ILDKT.10,12

complex organ supply, we evaluated the cost-effectiveness of kid-

The distribution for death on dialysis was assumed to be the same

ney transplantation in contemporary practice using discrete event

for patients who were waitlisted and those who returned to dialysis

simulation (DES) to examine the impact of donor factors on eco-

at the time of graft failure. Because these distributions are non-

nomic and clinical outcomes.

Gaussian, we present scale factors and shape rather than mean and
SD values. Mean 5-year death and graft failure rates using these

2 | M E TH O DS

distributions were compared with observed data and presented
as Table 1 in the supplemental digital content. Health state utility
scores were drawn from a comprehensive literature review of di-

A decision analytic model was constructed to assess the cost-effec-

alysis and kidney transplantation and modeled as distributions.13

tiveness of kidney transplant using various deceased donor (standard
criteria, high-KPDI, and PHS increased-risk) and living donor (HLA
HLA-compatible 0-3 mismatches, HLA-compatible 4-6 mismatches,

2.2.2 | Economic data

ABOi, ILDKT) organs was compared with maintenance dialysis treat-

Two sources were combined to estimate the healthcare resource use

ment for a hypothetical cohort of 20,000 patients with ESRD.

associated with transplantation in this analysis, which, in general,
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FIGURE 1

Discrete event simulation model for living donor transplantation [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

assumes a payer perspective. Medicare claims data were obtained

additional cost for posttransplantation monitoring and treatment

from the USRDS, which includes payment data for all patients re-

of hepatitis C virus or HIV infection based on standard treatment

ceiving maintenance renal replacement therapy with Medicare as

regimens.15,16 All dollar values are presented in US dollars at 2016

their primary insurance, including professional charges and pay-

price levels, based on the medical component of the United States

ments for hospitalizations.14 Medicare claims data (between January

Consumer Price Index.

1, 2003, and December 31, 2012) were queried to determine expected monthly costs after transplantation stratified by donor type
(deceased/living), KDPI, and immunologic/blood group compat-

2.3 | Simulation

ibility. Medicare payments were chosen to measure pretransplan-

DES was used to model patients’ progression.17-19 In DES modeling,

tation costs including maintenance dialysis and death on dialysis.

occurrence of clinical events is defined as time to event, as drawn

Multivariate risk-adjusted models were developed to estimate the

from distributions based on population data. Time to event distribu-

cost of posttransplantation care, graft failure, and death after trans-

tions for key clinical events varied by donor type and organ charac-

plantation, as a function of organ quality for transplant recipients for

teristics (Table 1). Both QALYs and costs were discounted to present

those grafts.

values by using an annual rate of 3%. Model results were obtained

Because Medicare diagnosis-related group (DRG)-based pay-

by using 20 000 simulations, which produced stable results. Given

ments are poorly correlated with the actual cost of the transplan-

the nature of DES simulation analysis, no measures of statistical

tation procedure, we used estimates from a novel data set linking

significance can be reported. Cost per QALY and the incremental

national registry data and hospital cost-accounting data from the

cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) were calculated by comparing each

University HealthSystem Consortium corporation, as per previous

transplantation option with dialysis.

methods.

14

These data were queried to determine the cost of hos-

pitalization for the transplantation procedure, stratified by donor
source, organ quality, and the need for additional therapy. Cost

2.4 | Ethics

ranges are shown in Table 2 and include estimates for low-KDPI

Analyses of national registry and linked data sets were covered by

(<85) and high-KDPI (>85) DDKT, compatible LDKT and incompat-

the Saint Louis University Institutional Review Board. The data re-

ible LKDT. The cost of PHS increased-risk DDKT was assumed to

ported here have been supplied by the USRDS. The interpretation

be equivalent to the transplantation cost of a low-KDPI organ with

and reporting of these data are the responsibility of the author(s)

|
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FIGURE 2
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Discrete event simulation model for deceased donor transplantation [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

and in no way should be seen as an official policy or interpretation

was essentially cost equivalent with dialysis ($297 286 at 10 years)

of the US government.

as survival is extended with transplantation. Care after transplantation with organs from PHS increased-risk donors was marginally

3 | R E S U LT S

more expensive than transplantation from non–PHS increased-
risk donors, given the predicted cost of rare hepatitis C virus and
HIV transmissions ($307 052). Transplantation with high-KDPI or-

During the 10-year study period, transplantation was associated

gans was more expensive than maintenance dialysis over 10 years

with a significant improvement in expected survival (Figure 3). After

($330 576). LDKT was cost-saving at 10 years, reducing expected

adjustment for the difference in quality of life among patients on

expenditures for ESRD therapy by 13% ($253 119) compared with

dialysis, maintenance dialysis therapy results in 4.03 QALYs over

dialysis. ABOi LDKT ($364 755) and HLA ILDKT ($440 234) were

10 years (Table 3). In comparison, deceased donor transplantation

more expensive than maintenance dialysis treatments.

was associated with significant increases in quality-adjusted sur-

Compared with maintenance dialysis therapy, transplantation, in

vival. Transplantation with low-KDPI and PHS increased-risk kid-

general, was found to be highly cost-effective, resulting in a substan-

neys was predicted to increase average survival by 50% (6.07 and

tially lower cost per QALY (Table 3; Figure 4). Maintenance dialysis

5.91 QALYs, respectively). High-KDPI DDKT was associated with

costs were estimated at $72 476 per QALY over 10 years. HLA-

a survival gain of approximately 29% (5.20 QALYs). LDKT yielded

compatible, well-matched LDKT provided the most cost-effective

greater increases in predicted survival. Compatible, well-matched

form of renal replacement therapy. LDKTs were predicted to be 45%

living donor transplants increased survival over dialysis by 57%, to

less expensive than dialysis ($39 939 per QALY). Despite being more

6.34 QALYs. ABOi LDKT was associated with a 51% (6.12 QALYs)

expensive initially, ABOi transplantation was associated with a lower

greater survival. ILDKT transplantation improved mean survival by

mean cost per QALY than dialysis ($59 564). ILDKT, however, was

35% (5.47 QALYs).

associated with a slightly higher cost per QALY ($80 486 per QALY)

The economic advantage of transplantation over dialysis varied

than dialysis over 10 years.

by donor type. Patients on dialysis are expected to incur medical

Deceased donor transplantation with a low-KDPI organ was es-

expenses of $292 117 over 10 years. Among DDKT recipients, we

timated to be more cost-effective than dialysis ($49 017 vs $72 376

estimated that the cost of transplantation (including the cost of per-

per QALY) but 23% more costly than LDKT. Despite higher initial ex-

forming the procedure and subsequent care) with low-KDPI organs

penses and shorter survival, transplantation with high-KPDI DDKT
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Clinical variables

Variable

Distribution

Characteristics

Reference

Time death with functioning graft (0-3 mismatch
LDKT)

Weibull

scale factor: 0.000677820, shape: 1.1797

(30)

Time death with functioning graft (4-6 mismatch
LDKT)

Weibull

scale factor: 0.002897632, shape: 0.8626

(30)

Time to death with functioning graft (ABOi LDKT)

Weibull

scale factor: 0.000710302, shape: 1.1792

(30)

Time to death with functioning graft (ILDKT)

Weibull

scale factor: 0.003978024, shape: 0.88932

(30)

Time to death with functioning graft (KDPI ≤85
DDKT)

Weibull

scale factor: 0.001829, shape 1.0632

(30)

Time death with functioning graft (KDPI >85 DDKT)

Weibull

scale factor: 0.003948, shape 1.0176

(30)

Time to death with functioning graft (PHS increased
risk DDKT)

Weibull

scale factor: 0.0019966, shape 1.0543

(30)

Time to death-censored graft loss (0-3 mismatch
LDKT)

Weibull

scale factor: 0.0009327, shape: 1.1474

(30)

Time to death-censored graft loss (4-6 mismatch
LDKT)

Weibull

scale factor: 0.000876736, shape: 1.2719

(30)

Time to death-censored graft loss (ABOi LDKT)

Weibull

scale factor: 0.008061012, shape: 0.7018

(30)

Time to death-censored graft loss (ILDKT)

Weibull

scale factor: 0.017126085, shape: 0.7018

(31)

Time to death-censored graft loss (KDPI ≤85 DDKT)

Weibull

scale factor: 0.002616, shape 0.9934

(30)

Time to death-censored graft loss (KDPI >85 DDKT)

Weibull

scale factor: 0.00836027, shape 0.8666

(30)

Time to death-censored graft loss (PHS increased
risk DDKT)

Weibull

scale factor: 0.00185948, shape 1.0776

(30)

Utility functioning graft distribution

β

α: (((0.84)^2)*(1-(0.84))/((0.037)^2)-(0.84)), β: ((1
-(0.84))*(((1-(0.84))*(0.84))/((0.037)^2)-1)) (

(13)

Utility of Primary non-function

β

α: (((.44)^2)*(1-(.44))/((.037)^2)-(.44)), β:
((1-(.44))*(((1-(.44))*(.44))/((.037)^2)-1))

(13)

Utility of graft loss event (mo)

β

subtype: 2, α: (((0.2)^2)*(1-(0.2))/((0.037)^2)-
(0.2)), β: ((1-(0.2))*(((1-(0.2))*(0.2))/
((0.037)^2)-1))

(13)

Utility of dialysis distribution

β

subtype: 2, α: (((0.69)^2)*(1-(0.69))/((0.037)^2)-
(0.69)), β: ((1-(0.69))*(((1-(0.69))*(0.69))/
((0.037)^2)-1))

(13)

ABOi, ABO-incompatible; DDKT, deceased donor kidney transplant; ILDKT, incompatible living donor kidney transplantation; KDPI, Kidney Donor
Profile Index; LDKT, living donor kidney transplant; PHS, US Public Health Service.

($63 531 per QALY) costs 12.2% less per QALY than dialysis. These

dialysis. However, the survival advantage of kidney transplantation

analyses were repeated using a 20-year time horizon and the pat-

over dialysis is so substantial that all options including ILDKT are

terns were consistent, with all transplantation options resulting in

cost-effective, as expenditures per QALY are less than the current

cost-effectiveness ratios less than a willingness-to-pay threshold of

willingness to pay threshold of $100 000 per QALY. 20

$100 000 per QALY (Table S2).

The economic and clinical benefits of LDKT have been demonstrated in multiple studies in the United States and abroad. The

4 | D I S CU S S I O N

survival benefit of LDKT, both compatible and incompatible, is
well established.12,21 In 2003, Schnitzler and Matas estimated that
compared with maintenance dialysis, LDKT was associated with a

Kidney transplantation is widely cited as a unique example of a

cost-s avings of $94 579 and added 3.5 QALYs over 20 years.4 This

medical therapy that is both cost-s aving and life extending. Our

estimate assumed a cost per transplantation of only $44 201 (in-

study demonstrates a more complex relationship between cost

cluding the cost of hospitalization and organ acquisition). This is

and outcomes by using DES analysis. LDKT is cost-s aving, as recipi-

far less that the average cost of $106 636 for a compatible LDKT

ents of these transplants live longer and incur fewer costs. Low-

reported by transplant centers in a contemporary study.14 More re-

KPDI DDKT is cost equivalent; however, it is highly cost-effective

cently, Held and colleagues suggested that the value of a donated

as patient survival is improved by 50%. High-K DPI DDKT and

living donor kidney was up to $1.45 million. The authors included

immunologically complex LDKT are slightly more expensive than

an estimate of $200 000 per QALY lost due to premature mortality

|
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TA B L E 2

Economic data
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Costs

Distribution

Mean

SD

Reference

ABOi LDKT

Normal

$130 000

$10 000

(10)

Compatible LDKT

Normal

$94 000

$10 000

(14)

Death after transplantation

Normal

$64 494

$10 000

(30)

Death on the waiting list

Normal

$64 494

$10 000

(30)

Death with function

Normal

$24 228

$5000

(30)

Graft failure

Normal

$94 508

$9000

(30)

ILDKT

Normal

$150 000

$10 000

(11)

KDPI ≤85 DDKT

Normal

$92 575

$10 000

(14)

KDPI >85 DDKT

Normal

$98 589

$10 000

(14)

PHS increased risk DDKT

Normal

$98 286

$10 000

(14), (32)

ABOi LDKT posttransplantation
per month

Normal

$2156

$220

(30)

Dialysis per month

Normal

$3639

$300

(30)

HLA 0-3 mismatch LDKT
posttransplantation per month

Normal

$1334

$130

(30)

HLA 4-6 mismatch LDKT
posttransplantation per month

Normal

$1345

$130

(30)

ILDKT posttransplantation per
month

Normal

$2809

$300

(30)

KDPI ≤85 DDKT posttransplantation per month

Normal

$1691

$180

(30)

KDPI >85 DDKT posttransplantation per month

Normal

$2019

$200

(30)

PHS increased risk DDKT
posttransplantation per month

Normal

$1795

$200

(30)

ABOi, ABO-incompatible; DDKT, deceased donor kidney transplantation; ILDKT, incompatible living
donor kidney transplantation; KDPI, Kidney Donor Profile Index; PHS, US Public Health Service.

as well as estimated economic value of return to work after trans-

expanded criteria donor kidneys were associated with net financial

plantation, despite data suggesting that few patients actually re-

loss for the transplant program.8 Similarly, we previously reported

turn to employment after kidney transplantation. 22 Our current

that higher-risk deceased donor organs were associated with higher

analysis suggests that although the absolute economic benefit is

costs and that Medicare payments did not compensate for these

less than estimated in some studies, compatible LDKT is indeed the

expenditures.14 The higher costs were due to longer length of stay,

dominant strategy for patients with advanced kidney disease. ABOi

higher rates of delayed graft function, and greater pharmaceutical

transplantation, while more expensive, is cost-effective and should

costs. This cost differential may be contributing to rising discard

be strongly considered as an option for appropriate candidates.

rates for high-risk donor organs. 24-26

Currently, ILDKT offers substantial survival benefits, with a cost

These data confirm an economic benefit for DDKT. Low-KDPI

per QALY that is higher than dialysis but remains below $100 000

organs were demonstrated to yield a significantly lower cost per

per QALY.

QALY than maintenance dialysis. Total costs over 10 years were

The clinical benefit of deceased donor transplantation was

nearly equivalent; however, median survival at 10 years was esti-

demonstrated initially by Wolfe and colleagues and confirmed in

mated to be 30% higher after DDKT and quality of life is improved

multiple subsequent studies. 2 However, at the time of the landmark

after transplantation. Thus, kidney transplantation results in a more

study, donor selection was conservative, waiting times were shorter,

favorable cost per year of survival ratio and a cost per QALY well

and recipients were generally younger than in contemporary prac-

below the $100 000 threshold. High-KDPI DDKT remained cost-

tices. The use of older, higher-risk, deceased donors has clear bene-

effective, despite higher costs resulting from increased incidence of

fits in appropriate populations. Merion et al. demonstrated a benefit

primary nonfunction, initial transplantation cost, and rate of return

of expanded criteria donor kidneys for patients with diabetes, ex-

to dialysis.

tended waiting times, and older age.

23

Massie and colleagues re-

While it is widely believed that kidney transplantation is cost-

ported similar results using the newer KDPI scoring system.6 While

saving compared with dialysis, these data reflect transplantation in an

they are beneficial, the economic impact of these organs on pa-

era of restrictive donor and recipient selection.27 Wong et al. recently

tients and payers has not been well studied. Englesbe reported that

reported a contemporary evaluation of the benefits of listing for
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F I G U R E 4 Mean cost and effectiveness kidney transplant of
various donor characteristics over 10 years [Color figure can be
viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

F I G U R E 3 Kaplan–Meier survival estimates for
posttransplantation survival by donor type [Color figure can
be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]
TA B L E 3

Survival, cost, and cost-effectiveness results for discrete event simulation analysis of kidney transplantation
KDPI ≤85
DDKT

KDPI >85
DDKT

PHS increased
risk DDKT

Dialysis

HLA 0-3
mismatch
LDKT

HLA 4-6
mismatch
LDKT

ABOi LDKT

ILDKT

Cost over 10 y
Mean

$292 286

$330 576

$307 052

$292 117

$253 119

$259 771

$364 755

$440 234

10%

$220 641

$211 611

$231 365

$131 037

$196 129

$200 125

$288 000

$289 993

Median

$273 835

$314 843

$290 808

$324 534

$234 935

$238 051

$356 059

$445 569

90%

$407 856

$476 886

$420 533

$407 548

$354 417

$366 870

$480 380

$569 605

Average QALY over 10 years
Mean

6.07

5.20

5.91

4.03

6.34

6.33

6.12

5.47

10%

2.68

1.49

2.41

1.10

3.40

3.44

2.59

1.76

Median

6.95

6.15

6.91

4.45

7.07

7.06

7.05

6.53

90%

7.56

7.47

7.57

6.16

7.59

7.60

7.59

7.52

Cost per QALY over 10 years
Mean

$49 017

$63 531

$51 922

$72 476

$39 939

$41 016

$59 564

$80 486

Median

$39 437

$51 206

$42 103

$72 926

$33 226

$33 704

$50 534

$68 219

ABOi, ABO-incompatible; ILDKT, incompatible living donor kidney transplantation; KPDI, Kidney Donor Profile Index; PHS, US Public Health Service;
QALY, quality-adjusted life-year.

kidney transplantation in higher-risk populations in Australia. Except

donation and reducing deceased donor discard rates. Clearly, the

for transplantation in a 25-year-old without comorbid conditions,

economic benefits of LDKT would justify an economic incentive for

all renal transplantation options were associated with incremental

living donation, should there be an ethically acceptable vehicle for

cost compared with maintenance dialysis, albeit with demonstrable

this to be delivered. Similarly, efforts to increase the use of high-

improvement in life expectancy. For example, the additional cost of

KDPI kidneys appear warranted as they appear to be both clinically

listing and transplantation for a 60-year-old man with cardiovascu-

and economically beneficial. Despite this observation, the discard

lar disease was $30 359 and incremental life expectancy was only

rate of deceased donor kidneys has increased recently from 12.9%

0.88 year, resulting in an incremental cost per life-year of $34 489.

to 15.7%. 24 Factors associated with higher rates of discard include

In this study, only lLDKT and deceased donor transplantation with

age, biopsy, donation after cardiac death, serology results (eg, hepa-

low-KDPI kidneys were at least cost equivalent at 10 years. In the

titis C virus infection), blood group, and terminal creatinine. Pulsatile

current era of decreasing reimbursement for dialysis, increasing cost

perfusion was demonstrated to reduce discard rates. These factors

of transplantation, and growing donor complexity, it is likely that the

also correlated with a higher cost of transplantation due to in-

economic benefits of kidney transplantation will be more limited.

creased risk of delayed graft function, need for expensive immuno-

These data demonstrate the benefit of increased overall rates

suppressive agents, and longer hospital stays.8,14 For example, prior

of transplantation, which can best be achieved by increasing living

assessment of the medical center’s cost of kidney transplantation
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is increased with organs from donors with diabetes ($3370) or hypertension ($665) and, markedly, with donation after cardiac death
($6182), while there is no corresponding increase in payments for
use of these organs.14 However, the current analysis suggests that
despite this early expense, which is borne by the transplant program, patients and the health system benefit from these transplantations economically. Therefore, potential strategies to reduce
organ discard include increasing reimbursement to transplant programs that use these organs or reducing the cost of acquiring the organs through differential pricing based on organ quality. Additional
action is needed in the United States to overcome physicians’ concerns that using these organs will result in adverse regulatory action
based on poor outcomes, improve patient education, and reduce
logistical complexity resulting from the new US kidney allocation
system. 26, 28
Our study has several potential limitations. First, the economic
data are drawn from 2 sources: Medicare payments and hospital cost-
accounting data. We combined these data as Medicare payments
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provide reliable estimates of the cost of pretransplantation and posttransplantation care. The cost of the transplantation procedure itself,
however, is poorly reflected in standard Medicare payments.14 This is
due to the nature of the DRG payment system, which is not adjusted
for donor or recipient characteristics and the large payment that is
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received via the Medicare cost report. Thus, the true “cost” of the
procedure is better captured using inpatient cost-accounting data,
which include both medical care and organ acquisition costs, as per
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previous methods.14 Second, the survival data are based on average

Su-Hsin Chang

survival among patients who received organs of differential quality.

Krista L. Lentine

These survival data were not directly adjusted for patient characteristics, as organs are used in the most clinically acceptable recipient (eg,
older patients receive high-KDPI organs). However, we use survival
estimates from actual recipients of the organs who are most likely
to benefit, including older patients and those with diabetes. Third,
we assume a 10-year time horizon despite longer expected survival
for many recipients. However, this time frame was chosen to provide clinically and economically relevant assessments in light of current outcome data, which are difficult to predict beyond 10 years.29
We provide additional data in the supplemental digital content on
20-year outcomes, which are generally similar. Fourth, we did not
consider repeat transplantation as an option here, although these patients could be assumed to derive less benefit than patients receiving
initial transplantations given higher costs and shorter half-lives.
In conclusion, kidney transplantation remains the most cost-
effective therapy for patients with advanced kidney failure. LDKT
is clearly cost-saving and efforts should be directed toward interventions that increase willingness to donate though education and,
potentially, economic incentives. Deceased donor transplantation
using high-KDPI organs is cost-effective over the lifetime of the
organ, emphasizing the need to develop strategies to reduce economic disincentives to use of these organs. Finally, use of desensitization for patients with willing but HLA-incompatible living donors
appears clinically reasonable and economically feasible should kidney paired donation not be possible.
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